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goods available and, above all, granted moral support
and a family environment lo needy people in general,
and to orphans and children who had become separated
from their relatives in particular. We would l ike to
express our sincere thanks for this humanitarian gesture
by the .Mozambican families.

It is with patriotic pride and joy thal we salute the
Mozambican people from the Rovuma River to the
Maputo River on their polit ical, mil itary, economic and
social achievements in 1988. Compatriots, the year lhat
is about to begin wil l be the third year of the PRE's
implementation. Maintaining and elevating the growrh
rate of the economy wil l demand even greater dedication
and selflessness from all Mozambican people, so that we
can consolidate our gains and increase our country's
development.

We will have to accept that sacrif ices wil l be required
each time so that we can free ourselves from misery. The
Mozambican Governmenl must guarantee that the state
plan and the state general budget will become effective
and that there wil l be conditions to implement it from
the beginning of the year, particularly at the district
level, which are the grass roots for our development.

Our policies next year must realistically respond to our
people's daily problems. Production in our urar situation
will demand that action and resources be combined in
the defense and economic sectors. lt will demand that
each Mozambican family continue to give its best in
order to obtain satisfactory results. We have reasons to
be optimistic. Let us combine our efforts so that we can
take more steps toward our goals in 1989.

Compatriots, the forces supporting continued colonial
domination and exploitation have continued to work
against our people's determinalion, desire to be indepen-
dent, and sovereignty. Those forces have found their
main weapon in armed banditry. The enemy's principal
aim continues to be impeding our country's develop
ment, creating unhappiness among the people, and plac-
ing our state and revolution in jeopardy.

The result of armed bandit action is the destruction of
infrastructures, production units, transportation vehi-
cles, communication routes, schools, hospitals and
shops. Defenseless people are terrorism's preferred tar-
gets. Terrorism disorganizes economic structures, sabo-
tages and destroys communications routes in order to
impede the normal movement of people and goods as
well as to prevent the necessary communication between
the rural and urban areas. Despite the many major
diplomatic and military defeats the enemy has suffered,
it still tries to recapture lost positions. To fight and
eliminate armed banditry in our fatherland is a principal
task, and one which we must broaden and intensify. This
is a struggle that must be carried without any kind of
hesitation or compromise. The defense and security
forces'main concern must be to intensifv combat action
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so that the enemy wi l l  be completely el iminated. We
must improve the cit izen's selfdefense and reorganize
the Mozambican Armed Forces in both urban and rural
areas.

We hereby call on all Mozambican people to actively
participate in the fatherland's defense and national
reconstruction tasks in 1989. I-et us courageously and
patriotically engage ourselves increasingJy in the struggle
to eliminate armed banditry, so that we can continue
building our socialist fatherland in peace.

ln 1988, there was great popular involvement in the
preparations for the Frelimo Party's fifth congress, nota-
bly in the study and dissemination of its plans and
theories. 1989 will be the year of the fifth congress. We
musl now begin to intensify preparations.

All mass, social, and professional organizations musl
add rheir efforts to those of the Frelimo Party and the
Mozambican Government by involving an increasingly
larger number of citizens. The year of the fifth congress
must be a year of concrete achievements and contribu-
tions that will permit better organization of our lives and
our work. These must be concrete contributions toward
increased production and productivity, and a better use
of resources, austerity, and against [word indistinctJ,
robberies and comrption. There must be greater achieve-
ments in the fields of culture, education and sports.

Through the combined efforts of the people, government
structures and social organizations, we must do every-
thing to improve social assislance services, especially for
those people who are in greatest need. We must do this at
every level on the basis of what we have learned this year
and the work we have begun. We must make decisive
efforts to increase our selfdefense through the improved
organization of residents in each ward, village, hamlet,
district and province as well as the workers in each work
place. We must do everything to keep hands and brains
occupied. [.et us increasingly use the demobilized armed
forces in concrete national reconstruction tasks and in
the defense of their residential and work areas.

Initiatives must be taken to offer productive and paid
work, even if only [word indistinct] and casual, to
unemployed people. Military or civilian people maimed
by war must never be regarded as useless or unable to do
work. They must use all their physical and mental
capabilities for their own benefit, by acquiring knowl-
edge and by learning about and adapting themselves to
new lifestyles and work. I-et us become more dedicated,
so that displaced people, especially those who are return-
ing from armed bandit captivity, may resume their
normal lives and be more successful. Some 3,000 former
armed bandits who were instruments of terror against
our people, including some former bandit ringleaders,
and hundreds of thousands of people previously living in
armed bandit caplivity have turned themselves in to our
authorities under the terms of the amnesty law.
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